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{Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Princeton University, Princeton, New JerseyABSTRACT Protein lifetime is of critical importance for most biological processes and plays a central role in cell signaling and
embryonic development, where it impacts the absolute concentration of signaling molecules and, potentially, the shape of
morphogen gradients. Early conceptual and mathematical models of gradient formation proposed that steady-state gradients
are established by an equilibration between the lifetime of a morphogen and its rates of synthesis and diffusion, though whether
gradients in fact reach steady state before being read out is a matter of controversy. In any case, this class of models predicts
that protein lifetime is a key determinant of both the time to steady state and the spatial extent of a gradient. Using a method
that employs repeated photoswitching of a fusion of the morphogen Bicoid (Bcd) and the photoconvertible fluorescent protein
Dronpa,wemeasureandmodify the lifetimeofDronpa-Bcd in livingDrosophilaembryos.Wefind that the lifetimeofBcd isdynamic,
changing from 50min before mitotic cycle 14 to 15 min during cellularization. Moreover, by measuring total quantities of Bcd over
time, we find that the gradient does not reach steady state. Finally, using a nearly continuous low-level conversion to the dark
state of Dronpa-Bcd to mimic the effect of increased degradation, we demonstrate that perturbation of protein lifetime changes
the characteristic length of the gradient, providing direct support for a mechanism based on synthesis, diffusion, and degradation.INTRODUCTION vcðx; tÞ 2
The concept of a morphogen, a substance that specifies cell
fate in a concentration-dependent manner, is fundamental in
developmental biology (1) and offers a simple and elegant
mechanism to explain pattern formation during embryonic
development. Morphogens are expressed in graded distribu-
tions relative to particular axes of the embryo, and different
gene responses are elicited at various concentration thresh-
olds. Because the precision of the fate-specification process
is limited by the precision of the morphogen distribution, or
gradient, the gradient-formation mechanism is of special
significance. Before the identification of any morphogen,
Crick suggested that a gradient might form by localized
synthesis of molecules at some pole of the embryo followed
by diffusion away from their site of production (2). Degra-
dation ensures that the gradient eventually arrives at a steady
state, one in which production is balanced by degradation
such that there is no overall increase in concentration. The
steady-state property has central importance, because it is
assumed that the interpretation of a steady-state gradient
is simpler than the interpretation of a dynamic gradient.
The synthesis-diffusion-degradation (SDD) model of
morphogen gradient formation (3) is a more recent formal-
ization of the model introduced in general terms by Crick
and others (2,4). Let c(x,t) represent morphogen concentra-
tion on some embryonic axis 0 < x < L. Its evolution is
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¼ sðx; tÞ þ DV cðx; tÞ  kdegcðx; tÞ; (1)where s is the source function, D the diffusion coefficient,
and kdeg the morphogen degradation rate. No-flux boundary
conditions are generally imposed at the ends,
vc=vxjx¼0;L ¼ 0. The shape of the steady-state gradient,
C(x), is determined by an equilibration between the rates
of diffusion and degradation (2,5). The gradient relaxes to
this equilibrium shape after a time determined by the
morphogen lifetime and rate of change, if any, in
morphogen synthesis (6). In the idealized case, where
synthesis occurs at a constant rate strictly at the anterior
tip, such that vc=vxjx¼0 ¼ p=D, where p is some constant
production rate, and the concentration at the posterior
boundary is negligible, the equilibrium solution is well
known to be a decaying exponential, CðxÞfex=l with char-
acteristic length l ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃD=kdegp (3–5,7). That the source
distribution is strongly localized, implying that the exponen-
tial solution well approximates the actual steady-state
gradient, is considered an important feature of the SDD
model. Formally, this criterion can be expressed as
R Tdev
0
R L
0
xsðx; tÞdxdtR Tdev
0
R L
0
sðx; tÞdxdt
 l; (2)
where Tdev is the total developmental time.
Although this model may be theoretically attractive, it is
not known whether any gradient forms in such a simple
manner in a complex cellular medium. Yu et al. (8) study
the fibroblast growth factor (Fgf8) morphogen system indoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.07.025
1808 Drocco et al.zebrafish, creating a local source distribution by injection of
mRNA at one end of the embryo, and taking degradation to
be represented by receptor-mediated endocytosis. They
demonstrate that mutants that are known to have impaired
or enhanced rates of endocytosis show longer or shorter
gradients, respectively, providing evidence for a source-
sink gradient formation mechanism, as previously de-
scribed. However, although irreversible internalization is
mathematically equivalent to degradation (9), quantitative
estimates of the shifts in the internalization rates of the
various mutants are not known. Kicheva et al. use fluores-
cence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) to perform a
comprehensive study of the Decapentaplegic (Dpp) and
Wingless (Wg) systems in the Drosophila wing imaginal
disc, and they find that the gradient lengths of different
morphogens are best explained by different degradation
rates (10). However, their analysis extracts morphogen life-
time, t, from optical measurements of the diffusion coeffi-
cient, D, and gradient length, l, combined with the
assumption that l ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃDtp , as predicted by the equilibrium
SDD model. In this work, our goal is to test this basic
hypothesis. We measure the lifetime of a morphogen in vivo
and modulate this lifetime downwards in precisely measur-
able steps. The observed shifts in the length of the gradient
provide the first quantitative test, to our knowledge, of the
central claim of the SDD model, that the characteristic
length of a morphogen gradient scales approximately as
the square root of the lifetime, with the remaining deviation
explained by pre-steady-state effects and the specifics of the
source distribution.
Perhaps the best-suited biological gradient for quantita-
tive studies is provided by the transcription factor Bicoid
(Bcd), which controls anterior-posterior gene expression in
the Drosophila embryo (4,11). This gradient arises from
maternally deposited mRNA at the anterior pole, within
3 h after fertilization, in a syncytial embryo 500 mm in
length (12,13). During these first 3 h, the embryo undergoes
14 synchronous nuclear divisions, and cellularization begins
after the last division. The Bcd gradient induces response
genes, such as hunchback, at precise and reproducible posi-
tions within the embryo (14,15).
Although these facts establish that Bcd satisfies the bio-
logical criteria of a morphogen, it remains unknown
whether the SDD model explains the formation of the
Bcd gradient. According to the SDD model, the Bcd protein
lifetime determines when levels of morphogen in any region
of the embryo become stable (6), as well as the character-
istic length, l, of the gradient. These assumptions are con-
troversial. Bergmann et al., for example, suggest that
equilibrium is neither necessary nor achieved (16). More
recently, Spirov et al. claim that the distribution of Bcd
protein is in fact nearly identical to that of bcd mRNA
(17). This model, which they name the ARTS (active
RNA transport and synthesis) model, is formally described
by Eq. 1, but the shape of the protein gradient is at all timesBiophysical Journal 101(8) 1807–1815virtually identical to that of the mRNA distribution itself
(17):
cðx; tÞ|AðtÞsðx; tÞ; (3)
This is an approximate solution to Eq. 1 if j1s vsvtj  kdeg
and j1s v
2s
vx2j  kdeg=D. Provided these criteria are satisfied,
as the ARTS model claims, the rates of protein diffusion
and degradation are otherwise irrelevant to gradient shape.
To distinguish between these competing hypotheses and
quantitatively evaluate the importance of morphogen degra-
dation to gradient formation, we generated a fusion between
Bcd and the photoswitchable protein Dronpa (Dronpa-Bcd)
(18,19). The photoconversion properties of Dronpa-Bcd
provide a means of measuring the Bcd lifetime, as conver-
sion to the Dronpa dark state effectively allows tagging of
a subpopulation of the protein and tracking its evolution
in time. Moreover, Dronpa-Bcd allows for the experimental
application of an optical effect mimicking an augmented
Bcd degradation rate, as photoconversion to the dark state
has a quantifiable effect on the rate at which bright-state
Dronpa-Bcd disappears, and the subsequent effects on
gradient shape can be examined.MATERIALS AND METHODS
The method we use to measure Bcd lifetime requires that the Dronpa-Bcd
dark state be stable, meaning that spontaneous reactivation of dark-state
protein is negligible, and isolated, meaning that newly synthesized protein
enters the bright state alone. In addition, the dark-state photoconversion
process must be reversible, meaning that there is a negligible amount of
irreversibly bleached fluorophore during each photoconversion series, and
uniform, meaning that it affects all fluorophore throughout the embryo
equally. Moreover, we show that immediate reactivation returns nearly all
(98%) of the dark-state-tagged fluorophore to the bright state, and we
further apply a correction for the small remainder. To optically mimic
augmented Dronpa-Bcd degradation, the dark state of Dronpa is used as
a reservoir that is populated with a nearly continuous low-level photocon-
version rate. These methods, with the exception of the verification of the
uniformity of photoconversion (see Section S5 in the Supporting Material),
are all described in detail in the next section. Methods used to correct for
core-to-cortex Bcd flux (Sections S7 and S8 in the Supporting Material)
and to perform Western blotting analysis (Section S10 in the Supporting
Material) are also described in the Supporting Material.Characterization and preparation of samples
Dronpa-Bcd has bistable bright and dark states, conversions between which
are rapid and inducible in living and fixed material (18). Illumination with
496 nm light allows visualization of Dronpa-Bcd but also converts it to the
dark state (Fig. 1, a and c). Reactivation from the dark to a stable bright
state is achieved by exposure to 405 nm light (Fig. 1, b and e).
The Dronpa-Bcd fusion we created is flanked by the endogenous 50 and 30
bcd regulatory regions. We replaced GFP of the eGFP-bcd rescuing
construct (3,20) with Dronpa (18) (MBL, Woburn, MA) by standard
cloning techniques, and verified by sequencing. Transgenes carrying this
construct rescue the sterility of females homozygous for a null mutant
for bcd, and form gradients identical to those previously described for
EGFP-Bcd fusion proteins (Fig. 1 d) (3).
FIGURE 2 Determination of rates of photoconversion. (a) Mean fluores-
cence intensity, Ifluor, at 496-nm excitation. Fifty images with exclusively
496-nm excitation are followed by a sequence of 10 images for which
a single scan at 405 nm is interposed between each 496-nm image.
FIGURE 1 Description of Dronpa-Bcd construct and degradation
measurement. (a and b) Confocal images of in vivo Dronpa-Bcd-expressing
embryos with Dronpa-Bcd predominantly in the bright (a) or dark (b) state.
Switching from bright to dark and dark to bright occurs via 496-nm and
405-nm illumination, respectively. (c) Dronpa-Bcd gradients plotted as
fractional anterior-posterior axis position, shown for a sequence of
496-nm images. Imaging effects simultaneous conversion to the Dronpa
dark state. (d) Mean anterior-posterior gradients in early cycle 14 of 19
Dronpa-Bcd embryos (blue) and 18 EGFP-Bcd embryos (green) from fluo-
rescence images obtained by confocal microscopy and processed as
described in Gregor et al. (3), with background subtraction using Oregon-R
under identical conditions. (Inset) Scatterplot of Dronpa-Bcd (CDronpa)
versus EGFP-Bcd (CGFP) intensities. (e) Confocal image of a fixed
Dronpa-Bcd embryo with Dronpa predominantly converted to the dark state
except an inscription produced by a targeted 405-nm reactivation pulse.
Species are stable for multiple days. (f) Schematic of degradation measure-
ment, beginning with a Dronpa-Bcd population converted to the dark state,
Qdf ðt0Þ, followed by an interval T and subsequent measurement of the
surviving population Qdf ðt0 þ TÞ. Actual values of Qdf are determined by
a fitting procedure described in Materials and Methods. Sfocal indicates
bright-state Dronpa-Bcd integrated over the region within 14 mm of the
embryo surface.
Optically Perturbing Morphogen Lifetime 1809dronpa-bcd embryos are collected over a period of 90 min on a plate of
agar and apple juice mixture. Embryos are dechorionated in bleach, glued
to a glass slide and immersed in halocarbon oil. No coverslip is used.
This is repeated six times. Decrease in peak intensity is consistent with
endogenous degradation rate in late cycle 14, as determined in Fig. 4 b.
(b) Differentiated mean Ifluor from the dark conversion series in a plotted
on a log scale. n represents the scan number. The rate of photoconversion
to the dark state, koff, is 0.08 in units of inverse scans, as shown by the
linear fit. (c) Fractional recovery of Ifluor from the reactivation series in a.
Imax is the mean of the final five images in each activation series. Fit to
1 ekn gives k ¼ koff þ kon ¼ 1:31 scans1. kon is 1.23 scans1. (d)
Scaling of koff with excitation power, measured in paraformaldehyde-fixed
embryos. koff is determined as in b for a range of excitation power, P (mW),
at 496 nm.Description of imaging methods
Imaging is performed on a Leica TCS SP5 laser scanning confocal micro-
scope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) with a 0.7 NA multi-
immersion objective (20 HC PL APO, Leica). For imaging bright-state
fluorophore and conversion to the Dronpa dark state, we use the 496-nm
line of an argon laser with average power 350 mW at the objective. For re-
conversion from the dark state to the Dronpa bright state, we use a 405-nm
diode laser with average power 130 mWat the objective. In all images, thelaser is focused at the midsagittal plane of the egg and scanned over the
entire cross section, with a single 576  1536 pixel frame acquisition
time of 0.8 s.
We determine the rates of photoconversion between the bright and dark
states in our setup by plotting the mean fluorescence intensity, Ifluor, in a
region of nuclei at the anterior of the embryo during the interphase of mitotic
cycle 14. In this region, nuclei strongly fluoresce with Dronpa-Bcd, and au-
tofluorescence is small relative to specific signal ðA=Ifluor  3%Þ. As shown
in Fig. 2 a, Dronpa-Bcd can be repeatedly switched between bright and dark
states in vivo. The rates of conversion are determined in Fig. 2, b and c, by
fitting to a single exponential. We also observe that the rate of conversion to
the dark state, koff, scales linearly with the excitation power (Fig. 2 d).
We normalize all measured fluorescence intensities by the excitation
power to correct for small fluctuations in laser intensity. To measure the
excitation power, we acquire a bright-field image simultaneous with each
fluorescence image and measure the intensity of transmitted light, Itrans,
in a region of the bright-field image far from the embryo. We assume
that the actual excitation power is P ¼ Itrans  h, where h is a constant
offset particular to the PMT used. We calibrate h by varying Itrans in
a sawtooth pattern and choosing the value of h that minimizes the fractional
variation in the corrected fluorescence intensities.Measurement of integrated bright-state
fluorescence
The basic measured quantity used in all degradation-rate experiments is
Sfocal, which is obtained by integrating the intensity of fluorescence at theBiophysical Journal 101(8) 1807–1815
1810 Drocco et al.embryo surface over the volume it represents. For this purpose, we param-
eterize the embryo in cylindrical coordinates and sum as
Sfocal ¼
Z
Ifluorð r/Þd r/; (4)
Z L Z RmaxðlÞFIGURE 3 Quantification of irreversible photobleaching and dark-state
isolation. (a) Qfocal normalized to the value at onset of interphase 14
in two embryos, one imaged once per 45 s (bullets) and one imaged
once per 90 s (squares). t is in minutes. Each time point represents a
dark conversion and reactivation series of 24 scans at 496 nm and three
scans at 405 nm. (b) Histogram of difference in changes in Qfocal between
the embryos in a. d ¼ 2 for the more frequently imaged embryo and
d ¼ 1 for the less frequently imaged embryo. The quantity plotted is
DlogðQnþd=QnÞ ¼ logðQemb1nþ2 =Qemb1n Þ  logðQemb2nþ1 =Qemb2n Þ for all n. The
mean value is –0.00550.006, where 0.006 is the standard error. (c) Sfocal
shown for three embryos (bullets) extracted from individual images.
Arrows indicate 405-nm photoactivation pulses, occurring between consec-
f i i¼ 2p
0 RminðlÞ
Ifluorðr; lÞrdrdl; (5)
where L is the length of the embryo from anterior tip to posterior tip; and
Rmin and Rmax denote the boundaries of the volume within 14 mm of the
embryo surface, which is equivalent to ~33% of the total embryo volume
and encompasses all syncitial nuclei. Details of the mask selection and inte-
gration method are given in Section S3 in the Supporting Material.
Sfocal includes signal from both Dronpa-Bcd and extraneous autofluores-
cence in the embryo:
Sfocal ¼ a
Z
CDronpabrightð r/Þd r/þ A; (6)
where CDronpabrightð r/Þ is the concentration of bright-state Dronpa-Bcd at
all points in the embryo and A represents the total autofluorescence, which
may vary with time. There is an unknown factor, a, that converts absolute
fluorophore concentration to fluorescence intensity, which is set to unity.
To obtain values for the absolute quantity of mature Dronpa-Bcd in this
region, Qfocal, we acquire a sequence of images at 496 nm. The initial quan-
tity of fluorophore in the bright state in the same region, Qbf ðn ¼ 0Þ, can be
determined from the differences in Sfocal between these images, using the
dark conversion rate, koff, determined in Fig. 2 b. If the conversion series
immediately follows a complete activation sequence with 405 nm light,
then we assume that Qfocalð0Þ ¼ Qbf ð0Þ.
utive images. DSfocal ¼ Sfocal  Sfocal, where Sfocal is taken immediately
preceding the 405-nm pulse, and Sffocal is taken immediately after. A positive
value of DSfocal would indicate maturation of new Dronpa-Bcd into the dark
state. t is in minutes. (d) Distribution of DSfocal=S
i
focal over all embryos.Verification of reversibility of photoconversion
The dark-state conversion rate is composed of both reversible and irrevers-
ible photoconversion: koff ¼ koffrev þ koffirrev. As reported in Habuchi
et al. (19), we observe excellent reversibility of conversion between the
bright and dark states of Dronpa with our dronpa-bcd transgene. In
Fig. 3 a, we show the values of Qfocal measured for two embryos imaged
on the same slide, but with one at twice the repetition rate of the other.
Normalizing each to the quantity observed at the beginning of cycle 14,
the difference that accumulates due to irreversible bleaching arising from
the imaging process is small despite a relative excess of 600 scans at
496 nm and 75 scans at 405 nm. Hence, we neglect the irreversible compo-
nent and take koffykoffrev.Isolation of dark state
The concept behind using Dronpa-Bcd to measure degradation rests on the
assumption that a population of molecules can be transferred to a state iso-
lated from synthesis, allowing the decay rate of the transferred population to
be observed. With Dronpa-Bcd we use the dark state to achieve this isola-
tion. Though it is not possible to measure its occupancy directly, we can
measure it indirectly via the difference in bright-state fluorophore after
a 405-nm pulse.
Separating the observable fluorophore population into bright-state (Qbf)
and dark-state (Qdf) components, we can write the full equations for the
time evolution of these quantities:
vQbf
vt
¼ ð1 UÞmðtÞgðtÞ  kdegQbf þ kincQdf þFbrightðtÞ;
(7)Biophysical Journal 101(8) 1807–1815vQdf
vt
¼ UmðtÞgðtÞ  kdegQdf  kincQdf þ FdarkðtÞ; (8)
where m(t) represents newly maturing Dronpa-Bcd, gðtÞis the fraction of
Dronpa-Bcd in the surface region of integration, and FbrightðtÞ and
FdarkðtÞ represent the flux of bright and dark Dronpa-Bcd, respectively,
into the surface region. The incidental relaxation rate of Dronpa-Bcd
from the nonfluorescent dark state back to the bright state is given by
kinc, and includes effects due to thermal relaxation as well as photoconver-
sion from ambient light. We let U denote the fraction of newly matured flu-
orophore that appears initially in the dark state.
In Fig. 3 c, we verify that U is negligibly small in this experiment. We
collect a set of 20 embryos at various stages before gastrulation and acquire
two single images at 496 nm, performing a single scan at 405 nm in between.
After a time lapse of 8 min, this procedure is repeated. The fractional change
in Sfocal between the 496-nm images (Fig. 3 d) is distributed around zero,
demonstrating that no fluorophore entered the dark state during the time
interval. In addition, we know that kinc is negligibly small, based on our
experiment depicted in Fig. 1 e, and as reported in Habuchi et al. (19).Calculation of quantities for degradation
measurement
As outlined previously, the degradation of a population of Dronpa-Bcd is
measured by the time evolution of a quantity of dark-state fluorophore. We
separate the total quantity of mature Dronpa-Bcd in the surface region
FIGURE 4 Measurement of Bcd degradation and correction for flux. (a)
kdeg (X) in cycle 14 displayed for all degradation experiments with duration
T ¼ 8 min, comprising 60 embryos. t indicates the midpoint of the 8-min
interval, in minutes after fertilization. (b) Qdf ðt0 þ TÞ=Qdf ðt0Þ calculated
for all experiments lasting T ¼ 8 min. Labels 12–14 indicate the mitotic
cycle number. The solid line represents the smoothing spline fit to all
data smoothed by a Savitzky-Golay filter (26) of span 6. (c) Scaling of
the surviving fraction according to waiting-interval duration T, measured
early in interphase 14 (squares). Error bars indicate standard error. Least-
squares fit (dashed line) has slope 0.028 min1, corresponding to the
degradation rate shortly after the onset of interphase 14. Each data point
bins all experiments with a given T whose midpoint falls between the
dashed lines in a. (d) Measurement of fractional distribution of Dronpa-
Bcd in cross sections of embryos in cycle 11 and earlier (blue), in cycles
12 and 13 (green), and in cycle 14 (red). QðrÞ=SQ indicates the fraction
of total Dronpa-Bcd in an annulus of fixed width at distance r from the
longitudinal axis of the embryo. The dashed line indicates the uniform
distribution. A larger percentage of Dronpa-Bcd is located at the surface
region of integration (yellow shading) in the later stages. (e) Degradation
rate found by removing cell-cycle-periodic oscillations but with no correc-
tion for core-to-cortex flux (black), compared to the estimated kdeg obtained
by assuming redistribution of Bcd as observed in cross sections (green) and
that obtained by assuming Dronpa-Bcd redistribution identical to that of
H2A-RFP (red). Shading indicates the standard error of this curve found
by binning a moving window of 10 adjacent values.
Optically Perturbing Morphogen Lifetime 1811of integration into bright-state and dark-state components, such that
Qfocal ¼ Qbf þ Qdf . An initial quantity of bright-state Dronpa-Bcd,
Qbf ðt0  dÞ, is determined according to the method described above. The
quantity transferred into the dark state in the same imaging series is given by
Qdf ðt0Þ  Qdf ðt0  dÞ ¼ Qbf ðt0  dÞ

1 ekoff 16: (9)
Using koff, as determined in Fig. 2 b, this is equivalent to 72% of the total
mature fluorophore being photoconverted within the series acquisition time,
d, of 13 s. After a waiting interval of duration T another set of images is
taken at t0 þ T. The quantity of bright-state fluorophore, Qbf ðt0 þ TÞ, is
measured first with a series of eight 496-nm scans, averaged into four
images, by the same quantification method. The duration of this conversion
series, da, is 7 s. Immediately after this measurement is a 405-nm photoac-
tivation pulse of three scans, resulting in x ¼ 1 ekon3, or 98%, of the
dark-state population being returned to the bright state. A final conversion
series of 16 496-nm scans is then performed and used to determine the
quantity Qbf ðt0 þ T þ daÞ, as well as to provide an initial dark-state popu-
lation for a subsequent repetition of the experiment.
The amount of dark-state fluorophore at the end of the waiting interval is
given by
Qdf ðt0 þ TÞ ¼ x1

Qbf ðt0 þ T þ daÞ  Qbf ðt0 þ TÞ

: (10)
The initial concentration of dark-state fluorophore, Qdf ðt0  dÞ,
preceding even the 496-nm photoconversion series, is determined from
the previous photoactivation pulse:
Qdf ðt0  dÞ ¼ 1 x
x

Qbf ðt0  dÞ  Qbf ðt0  d daÞ

:
(11)
In a series of sequential conversions and reactivations, this correction
becomes small if there is a slowly varying total Dronpa-Bcd population.
In the simplest case, kdeg can be directly extracted from the initial and
final dark-state quantities according to Eq. 16. The case in which there is
flux of Dronpa-Bcd between the observable and unobservable embryonic
regions ðFdarks 0Þ is treated in detail in Sections S6–S8 in the Supporting
Material. Degradation rates were measured from a batch of 150 embryos on
six slides, repeating the degradation measurement 10–30 times on each as
they age. All embryos used in the analysis reach gastrulation. Also, for data
quality, a minimum Dronpa-Bcd intensity measured at the peak of inter-
phase 14 is chosen, and embryos not meeting this threshold are eliminated.
Degradation rates are extracted from the remaining embryos and synchro-
nized according to stage, by inspection, at a temporal resolution of ~1 min,
significantly more precise than grouping by mitotic division cycle alone.Simulation of gradient shape
The predicted Bcd gradient and expected gradient shifts (see Fig. 6 b, inset)
are calculated by a computational simulation of Bcd gradient formation. We
use the one-dimensional diffusion equation with uniform degradation:
vcðx; tÞ
vt
¼ sðx; tÞ þ DV2cðx; tÞ  kdegðtÞcðx; tÞ: (12)
This equation is integrated using a forward-time centered-space finite differ-
ence scheme, imposing theNeumann condition vc=vx ¼ 0 at the anterior and
posterior boundaries of the embryo, x ¼ 0 and x ¼ L ¼ 500 mm, respec-
tively. We use a mesh size of 5 mm and a time step of 2 s. Neither the source
function, s(x,t), nor the degradation rate, kdegðtÞ, is assumed to be constant.
kdeg is given by the red curve in Fig. 4 e, extended backward in time on the
assumption that kdegð0<t<105 minÞ ¼ 0:020 min1. We further separate
the source function into time-varying and space-varying components:sðx; tÞ ¼ pðtÞsðxÞ; (13)
where p(t) is the production function determined from the degradation rate
and total protein measurements (calculated in Section S12 and shown in
Fig. S7 b in the Supporting Material), and sðxÞ is the normalized source
distribution, such that
R L
0
sðxÞdx ¼ 1. The spatial distribution of sðxÞ is
given by the early (pre-cycle-11) mRNA distribution as reported in Little
et al. (13), or, in the case of the shallow source, the cycle-10 mRNA distri-
bution given in Fig. 3 E of Spirov et al. (17).
Where maturation is not taken to be instantaneous, the concentra-
tion c(x,t) is decomposed into mature and immature components:
cðx; tÞ ¼ cimmðx; tÞ þ cmatðx; tÞ. These quantities evolve according to
vcimmðx; tÞ
vt
¼ sðx; tÞ þ DV2cimmðx; tÞ
 kmat þ kdegðtÞcimmðx; tÞ;
(14)
vcmatðx; tÞ 2
vt
¼ kmatcimmðx; tÞ þ DV cmatðx; tÞ
 kdegðtÞcmatðx; tÞ:
(15)Biophysical Journal 101(8) 1807–1815
1812 Drocco et al.In general, we model maturation as a single-step process with a time
constant of 60 min ðkmat ¼ 0:0167 min1Þ.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The conceptual idea in our strategy tomeasureBcd lifetime is
illustrated in Fig. 1 f. A sequence of eight bright-state fluores-
cence images is produced using 496-nm excitation in a
confocal microscope. The entire sequence occurs in a time
(13 s) that is short compared with changes in development
and Bcd synthesis. With each image, there is a progressive
decline in bright-state fluorescence produced by photocon-
version of a fraction of the Dronpa-Bcd molecules to the
dark state. The total amount of Bcd converted from bright
to dark by this sequence can be measured by determining
the difference in intensity between the last image in this
sequence and the first (see Fig. S2 for more details). This
represents the dark-state-tagged Bcd population. Then, after
a fixed delay, T, that can be varied in different experiments,
the bright-state fluorescence is measured again and excita-
tion at 405 nm is used to reconvert the dark-state-tagged
Dronpa-Bcd that has not been degraded during the interval
back into the bright state; this recovered Dronpa-Bcd is again
measured as a difference in bright-state intensity, this time
comparing the intensities before and after 405 nm conver-
sion. The loss between the amplitude of the initially con-
verted Dronpa-Bcd and that recovered after a delay
represents the amount of dark-state-tagged Bcd that has
degraded during time T. Note that because intensity differ-
ences closely spaced in time are used to measure both con-
verted and recovered dark-state quantities, the method is
insensitive to changes in bright-state Dronpa-Bcd concentra-
tion (due to a combination of fluorophore maturation and
degradation) that also occur during the experiment.Measurement of kdeg in mitotic cycle 14
If we let Qdf ðt0Þ represent the amount of Dronpa-Bcd con-
verted to the dark state and Qdf ðt0 þ TÞ represent the
amount recovered from the dark state after a time T, it
follows that the degradation rate, kdeg, can be determined
according to the equation
Qdf ðt0 þ TÞ ¼ ekdegTQdf ðt0Þ: (16)
We verify that this relation holds in Fig. 4 c, showing that
logðQdf ðt0 þ TÞ=Qdf ðt0ÞÞ is well fit by a linear function of T
in early cycle 14, consistent with first-order degradation.
The degradation rate, kdeg, at this developmental time point,
indicated by the slope, is 0.028 min1, which corresponds to
a Bcd lifetime, tBcd, of 36 min. However, performing this
measurement at different time points after fertilization
demonstrates that the degradation rate is developmentally
regulated (Fig. 4 a). At the onset of cycle 14, kdeg is
0.020 min1, corresponding to a lifetime of 50 min. ByBiophysical Journal 101(8) 1807–1815the time the embryo begins gastrulation, kdeg has increased
and the lifetime of the protein has fallen to 15 min.Flux-corrected measurement of kdeg before
cycle 14
The Bcd gradient forms before cycle 14, and therefore, it is
important to measure its lifetime during these earlier stages.
We can first measure tBcd using our photoconversion
method when nuclei reach the surface of the embryo in
cycle 11, ~100 min after fertilization. Before this time, the
signal/noise ratio for bright-state Dronpa-Bcd concentration
measurements is too low. In Fig. 4 b, the fraction of
surviving Bcd, Qdf ðt0 þ TÞ=Qdf ðt0Þ, that can be used to
provide an estimate of tBcd through Eq. 16, is plotted against
developmental time since fertilization. From cycle 11 until
the beginning of cycle 14, this quantity shows cyclic fluctu-
ations that appear to be correlated with the cell cycle,
including periods where the ratio exceeds unity, implying
that more is recovered than converted.
A possible explanation for this effect is Bcd flux into and
out of the volume of cytoplasm from which the fluorescence
measurements are made. By cycle 14, nuclear cleavage
has ceased and compartmentalization of the cytoplasm
has begun, suggesting that the surface layer in the embryo
approximates a closed volume (21). Before cycle 14,
however, two types of spatial flux have been described
that could impact our measurements. The first is the move-
ment of Bcd into nuclei during interphase and its accretion
in deep cytoplasm during mitosis (Fig. 3 d in Gregor et al.
(3)). Due to scattering, single-photon fluorescence imaging
does not capture emission from the deep cytoplasm, and we
expect experiments that begin in interphase and end in
mitosis to show reduced recovery and high apparent degra-
dation rates, since a significant fraction of the initial dark-
converted Bcd has moved out of the surface layer when
reactivation is induced. Conversely, experiments that begin
in mitosis and end in interphase will report artificially small
degradation rates. In fact, as shown in Fig. 4 b, we observe
precisely this sort of oscillation in the surviving fraction of
Dronpa-Bcd. If the cyclic flux associated with mitosis
conserves total Bcd levels, the most accurate estimate of
lifetime will be obtained by replacing the oscillatory compo-
nents with their mean using Fourier transform methods (see
Section S9 in the Supporting Material). The result of this
correction is shown in Fig. 4 e (black line), where kdeg is
plotted versus developmental time for all time points from
cycle 11 through the end of cycle 14.
Recovery of dark Dronpa-Bcd might also be influenced
by a second type of flux, namely the slow redistribution
of Bcd from the core of the embryo toward the cortex
(Fig. 6 in Gregor et al. (3)). To estimate its magnitude, we
measured the cross-sectional distribution of Dronpa-Bcd in
fixed embryos. At cycle 12, we find that Bcd in the surface
volume we measure represents ~47% of the total signal in
Optically Perturbing Morphogen Lifetime 1813the cross section; 30 min later, in early cycle 14, levels in the
surface layer had increased to 54% of the total signal
(Fig. 4 d). A similar estimate for general cytoplasmic flux
between cycles 12 and 14 was obtained using live imaging
to follow the redistribution of the Histone-RFP. Correcting
for this flux has a minor effect on the degradation rate as a
function of developmental time (Fig. 4 e, red line) but yields
a degradation rate before cycle 14 of 0.0205.006 min1,
and a lifetime estimate of 50 min, identical to that measured
at the beginning of cycle 14. We conclude that from cycle
11 to the beginning of cycle 14, the degradation rate of
Bcd protein is approximately constant.FIGURE 5 Measurement of total Bcd quantity. (a) Time course of Bcd
quantity measured by Western blotting, 10 embryos per lane. Time t
indicates the mean time of the embryo collection, reported in minutes post-
fertilization, which is assumed to occur 5 min before oviposition. (b) Quan-
tification of an ensemble of five Bcd Western blots of the sort shown in a.
Error bars indicate standard error. The solid line represents the smoothing
spline fit to the data. The peak in QBcd occurs between cycles 12 and 14.
QBcd is expressed as the total number of Bcd molecules in the embryo at
each time point. (c) Measurement of bcd mRNA levels by real-time poly-
merase chain reaction.Measurement of total Bcd quantity and proximity
to steady state
An important question that follows is whether the Bcd
gradient is in equilibrium. Given a constant degradation
rate, an examination of the total Bcd quantity versus time
can provide information about the constancy ofBcd synthesis.
In particular, if the synthesis rate of Bcd is constant and com-
mences at fertilization, the total amount of Bcd should relax
exponentially to its equilibrium value with a time constant
equal to its lifetime. To test this hypothesis, we used Western
blotting to measure the accumulation rate of Bcd protein
during stages before cycle 11. We extracted total protein
from embryos staged in 30-min timewindows between fertil-
ization and gastrulation. A typical Western blot is shown in
Fig. 5 a; in Fig. 5 b, the quantification of five different exper-
iments that represent a total of 400 embryos per time point is
plotted. We calibrate the blot to known quantities of green
fluorescent protein to determine the absolute number of Bcd
molecules in the embryo. The number of molecules continues
to increase until cycle 14, at which time pointwe find a total of
1.550.2108 Bcd molecules in the embryo.
Until cycle 11, 100 min after fertilization, there is an
almost linear increase in the total amount of Bcd. This line-
arity is inconsistent with the expected exponential relaxa-
tion to an equilibrium quantity given tBcd ¼ 50 min, but is
consistent with increasing Bcd synthesis after fertilization.
An independent estimate of Bcd synthesis can be made by
analyzing the changes in bright-state fluorescence during
the delay time, T, in our degradation experiments. In Section
S13 in the Supporting Material, we show that it gives a result
consistent with the Western blot analysis. An increasing rate
of Bcd synthesis is also compatible with reported dynamics
of the polyA tail of bcd (22,23). Hence, our results support
the idea that the Bcd gradient is not in equilibrium when it
is read out (16).Contraction of gradient extent by optically
mimicking augmented degradation
Although our results suggest that the gradient is not in equi-
librium, we can nevertheless test whether the spatial extentof the Bcd gradient scales with the morphogen’s lifetime. In
the equilibrium version of the SDD model, the gradient
has a characteristic length l ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃDtp , where D and t are
the diffusion coefficient and lifetime, respectively, of the
morphogen. If the distribution of bcd mRNAwere identical
to the protein gradient, as reported in Spirov et al. (17),
one would not expect any change in gradient shape corre-
sponding to a shortened protein lifetime. Conversely, if
the Bcd gradient arises by diffusion from a localized ante-
rior source, protein lifetime will play a crucial role in deter-
mining the final spatial distribution of the morphogen.
Shorter-lived versions of the protein will give rise to shorter,
steeper gradients because the protein has less time to diffuse
before it is degraded. This scaling relationship holds even in
the absence of a true equilibrium, as shown by numerical
simulation (see Fig. 6 b, inset, red line).
To test this idea, we developed an optical strategy that
mimics enhanced degradation. Although photoconversion
of Dronpa-Bcd to the dark state does not affect the bio-
logical properties of Dronpa-Bcd, it creates an effect that
is indistinguishable from an enhanced endogenous Bcd deg-
radation from the standpoint of bright-state fluorescenceBiophysical Journal 101(8) 1807–1815
FIGURE 6 Optical augmentation of Dronpa-Bcd degradation. (a) Mean
mid-cycle-14 Dronpa-Bcd gradients, averaged over an ensemble of N
embryos after background subtraction determined by identical measure-
ment of H2A-RFP embryos, after 70 min of equilibration at the addi-
tional artificial degradation rate kadd ¼ 0:043 min1 (blue, N ¼ 13),
kadd ¼ 0:022 min1 (red, N ¼ 8), and the identical embryos immediately
after reactivation of all Dronpa-Bcd in the embryo (black, N ¼ 21). Error
bars indicate the standard deviation. (Inset) Fit of equilibrium model for
Qmat=Qapp for kadd ¼ 0, 0.008, 0.011, 0.016, 0.019, 0.022, 0.026, and
0.043min1.Qmat indicates the total quantity ofmatureDronpa-Bcd protein.
Error bars indicate standard deviation. Least-squares fit (red line) predicts
kdeg¼ 0.027 min1. (b) Gradients normalized to Dronpa-Bcd concentration
near the anterior pole, on semilog axes, for kadd¼ 0.043 (blue, N¼ 13), and
the identical embryos immediately after reactivation of all Dronpa-Bcd in
the embryo (black), showing a change in gradient length. (Inset) Measure-
ment of gradient contraction for various values of kadd. L2 is the point
at which the mean concentration decreases to ~13% of the maximal value:
L2 ¼ inf fxjCDronpabrightðxÞ< e2CDronpabrightð30mmÞg. DL2 is the differ-
ence in this quantity between the preactivation gradient, which is the product
of augmented degradation, and the postactivation gradient, which results
from endogenous degradation alone:DL2 ¼ Lpost2  Lpre2 . Error bars indicate
the standard error. The red curve indicates the value of DL2 predicted by
simulation, assuming the Bcd degradation rate shown in Fig. 4 e, a Dronpa
maturation lifetime of 60 min, and a diffusion coefficient of D ¼ 4mm2=s,
chosen to match the characteristic length of the unperturbed gradient.
The blue curve indicates the same, except for the assumption of instanta-
neous maturation, showing that delayed fluorophore maturation makes the
gradient shift less pronounced. The green curve indicates the DL2 shift pre-
dicted for a shallow source distribution, as measured in Spirov et al. (17),
using a diffusion coefficient of D ¼ 1:2mm2=s, similarly chosen to fit the
length of the unperturbed gradient.
1814 Drocco et al.measurements. Thus, we can augment the endogenous
degradation of Bcd while simultaneously imaging Dronpa-
Bcd. We take a continuous series of images of Dronpa-
Bcd-expressing embryos beginning before nuclei appear atBiophysical Journal 101(8) 1807–1815the surface and continuing for 70 min, until the early phase
of cycle 14. Each image produces an increment of conver-
sion to the dark state; because the loss is proportional to
concentration, it mimics first-order degradation. The added
degradation rate, kadd, is specified by modulating the laser
intensity and scan frequency. After the bright-state Bcd
gradient equilibrates to the optically augmented degradation
rate, ktotal ¼ kdeg þ kadd , the full Bcd gradient, reflecting
solely endogenous degradation, can be measured after a
complete reactivation series with 405-nm excitation.
In Fig. 6 a, we show gradients obtained without augmenta-
tion and for two distinct values of kadd. Changes in both
amplitude and shape are observed and can be quantified.
As ktotal is increased, the total apparent quantity of Dronpa-
Bcd, Qapp, decreases, as shown in the plot of Qmat=Qapp
(Fig. 6 a, inset). In the equilibrium model, Qapp will depend
on the sum of endogenous and induced degradation rates
according to the equation
Qapp ¼ m
ktotal
¼ m
kdeg þ kadd; (17)Bcd m. Though our results suggest that the rate of Bcd
where we assume a constant rate of newly maturing Dronpa-
synthesis, and hence the rate of newly maturing Dronpa-
Bcd, is not constant, Eq. 17 nevertheless holds if the mean
value of m(t) is approximately equivalent for the various
time intervals of length ðkdeg þ kaddÞ1. The endogenous
degradation rate kdeg, obtained by estimating the point
where kadd produces Qapp ¼ Qmat=2, is 0.027 min1
ðtBcd ¼ 37 minÞ and is within 25% of the value obtained
in the direct experiments in Fig. 4. Furthermore, gradients
obtained under optically mimicked degradation have shapes
that are distinguishable from each other, as well as the full
gradient after Dronpa reactivation (Fig. 6 b). As the apparent
degradation rate is increased, the characteristic length of the
gradient decreases and the gradient becomes steeper (see
Fig. 6 b, inset). This provides an in vivo demonstration
that morphogen gradient shape is altered by changes in
protein lifetime. Using numerical simulations of the SDD
model (Fig. 6 b, inset, red line), we find that the magnitude
of the shifts, as well as the characteristic length of the full
gradient, is well explained by our measured and augmented
Bcd degradation rates, D ¼ 4mm2=s, of the same order of
magnitude as recently reported in Abu-Arish et al. (24),
and a chromophore maturation lifetime of 60 min, consis-
tent with our measurements of newly maturing Dronpa-
Bcd. It is notable that the maturation time attenuates the
observed gradient-length shift; this is because the matura-
tion time effectively smoothes the source distribution of
mature fluorophore in space. The slightly larger shifts that
would be expected in the case of instantaneous maturation
are given by the blue curve in Fig. 6 b, inset. Finally, we
simulate the gradient shift expected based on the extended
mRNA distribution reported in Spirov et al. (17) (Fig. 6 b,
green line) and find that it does not fit the data.
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In conclusion, we have developed a morphogen fusion and
optical method that can be used to measure morphogen life-
time and explore the effects of increased protein degrada-
tion. Applying this method, we find that Bcd has
a lifetime of 50 min before mitotic cycle 14, becoming
shorter at later times. We confirm this result by optically
modulating the Bcd lifetime, which also refutes the claim
that the bcd mRNA distribution mirrors the shape of the
protein gradient and provides direct support for an SDD
model of gradient formation. Our method should prove
broadly applicable in studying mechanisms of gradient
formation in development, as well as consequences of
protein lifetime in biological processes such as cell
signaling. In addition, the demonstration that protein life-
time is a potential lever with which an organism can change
the extent of its morphogen gradients is of significance for
the as yet unsolved mechanism by which morphogen gradi-
ents scale between variably sized organisms (25).
One remaining question that might be investigated to high
precision using this technique is whether regulated protein
degradation in complex cellular environments follows
first-order kinetics. Our results are consistent with this
hypothesis, as we have shown by relating the surviving frac-
tion to the waiting-time interval (Fig. 4 c) and by measuring
approximately equal lifetimes at different concentrations of
Bcd (see Section S14 in the Supporting Material). However,
we are limited in our ability to measure deviations from
first-order behavior primarily by the developmental time
available. Application of this technique to systems in which
the experimental time is much longer than the measured
lifetime might provide mechanistic insights into the nature
of protein degradation in general.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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